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• Driving innovation allowing firms to better manage 
funding is a key role of market infrastructures in 
increasingly demanding regulatory compliance

• Partnership is an element of response

• Integration of operational processes to foster 
collateral efficiency

• Need for more efficient HQLA management, 
improved collateral mobility and better 
monetization through new technologies
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GFF Summit common thread 



• Towards digital economy 

• Reengineering of all business models and relationships 

• Buy & Sell sides alike  - innovation quest to remain  
competitive

• INNOVATION = doing thing differently, but how?

• Aims are:  continuous innovation to enhance 
productivity, while limiting cyber risks and being 
compliant

“The only thing that is constant is change” (Heraclitus)
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More than ever, nothing is permanent…
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Massive Changes in progress in every industry

To face changes, better to share experience, expectations and to consider 
more cooperation between stakeholders



• After the GFC:

– (1) numerous new financial regulations and 

– (2) new technologies (initiated by block chain)

• Both were reactions to the crisis

• But the second one is also an enabler to be 
compliant

• They are also catalyst for changing the way we work
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2 drivers of these changes we are facing



• « Real economy » is facing similar issues

• Why not sharing experiences?

• Implementation of STP solutions to guarantee 
effectiveness and efficiency of processes, as well as 
optimization of financial positions and capital structure 

• New technologies, many opportunities to generate 
added-value

• Important in current volatile context

• Why not joining efforts to build a brilliant future?
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Profound transformation, similar problems



• Financial regulations… a never ending story

• KYC’s

• Economic and geopolitical context

• Complexification of new accounting standards

• Paradox of (IT) sophistication

• Cyber security

• Do more with less resources

• New (e-)payment methods

• Optimization of work cap and capital structure

• Taxes in a BEPS world
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What keep treasurers awake at night?



• Increasing volumes of non-cash-payments / digitalization

• Competitive landscape with new agile and legacy free entrants

• Customers expect banking experience similar to retail experiences

• Market infrastructures are evolving too to better respond to reg’s 

• Greater collaboration and interoperability required by players 

• Needs for harmonized (ISO) standards 

• Regulators put pressure to foster competition 

• Success means customer satisfaction + costs reduction

• Cultural habits + system legacy = pain points 

• Difficult selection of future partners

• Remaining agile to adapt to fast(er) market changes
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Parallel with payment landscape



• Successful companies always make customers focal point 
of business strategy

• Is it enough?

• Pay attention to adopt alternative perspective on what 
customers want to avoid being vulnerable to disruption by 
competitors who thought differently or a few steps ahead

• e.g. GPI & instant payments = added-value for both sides

• The answer may reside in co-creation

« If I’d asked customers what they wanted, they would have said faster 
horses » (Henry Ford)
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Thinking differently to inspire disruptive innovation



Enjoy the 2019 GFF 
SUMMIT !

François Masquelier, Chairman ATEL

Twitter: @FrancoisMasquel

Blog: https://mytreasurer.wordpress.com

LinkedIn: ATEL group

https://mytreasurer.wordpress.com/

